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We acknowledge the Traditional Owners of country
throughout Australia and recognise their continuing
connection to land, waters and culture.
We pay our respects to their Elders
past, present and emerging.

nau tilus
“Nature’s creative power is far beyond man’s instinct of destruction.”
- Jules Verne
There has been much to say about 2020 – a lot of it unprintable! Yes, it has been
rough to say the least, and it has felt like things were falling apart this year, but
perhaps it’s actually a new beginning – a correction rather than a catastrophe.
For this year’s End of Year Show we dare to hope, stay positive and forge a new
path. We take inspiration and encouragement from the sacred geometry of the
Nautilus Shell, the Golden Mean, a symbol for inner beauty and patterns of
nature – a symbol of life and internal harmony. The chambers of the nautilus shell
are symbolic of the stages each individual passes through life. The spiral itself is a
symbol of creation, movement, fluidity and evolution.
We look to one of the greats in Bio-architecture who worshipped and expressed
‘Nature’s Manifesto’ in his creations, Mexican architect, Javier Senosiain and his
ground-breaking project – Nautilus House.
The great oceans or water worlds where everything in nature manifests and
springs forth and ancient rock formations and fossils, natural soundscapes and
circadian rhythms of day and night all synthesise as sources of endless creative
motivation for our artists.

“2020 has all the feels marking the beginning of a new
era and I felt compelled to delve into the origins of the
world we live in, questioning what is still to come, trying to
go with the flow and not constrict.
I’ve been soul-searching - the meaning of ‘Sanctuary’ and
reflecting on what the future will be like for our children?
Nautilus is an ode to the simple, raw elements
experienced in daily life that give us hope and positivity.”
– Kitty Clark

Inspiration leaps from our vast terrains to the great oceans, as we sail the
changing currents into the great unknown, awaiting to be united with loved
ones from afar and dream of travelling once again to foreign lands, there
remains a vibrant world yet to be discovered. The ‘Nautilus Ephemeris’
series is a collaborative visual diary featuring treasured fragments of life’s
longing for itself and the connection we are all searching for.

N AUT I LU S EP HE M ER I S N O. 1

Film by Andrew Grune. Sound by Endgame.

Curated by Kitty Clark
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FEATURED ARTISTS
Lucy Anderson @lucy___anderson
Emily Brookfield @emily_brookfield
Elise Cameron-Smith @elisecameronsmith
Tracey Deep @floralsculptures
Milly Dent @millydent
Amanda Dziedzic @amanda_dziedzic
Emily Imeson @emilyimeson
Anthea Kemp @antheakemp
Mel Lumb @mellumbceramics
Britt Neech @brittneech
Hannah Nowlan @hannahnowlan
Evi O @evi_o
Stacey Rees @_staceyrees_
Natalie Rosin @natrosin
Asahi So @morningsun_s
Indivi Sutton @indivisutton

LUCY ANDERSON
Lucy Anderson is a Brisbane based painter who graduated with a Fine
Arts degree from Queensland College of Art in 2012. She has had two
solo shows and been part of a several group shows and art prizes
including receiving a ‘highly commended’ at the 2018 Moreton Bay Art
Awards and her works are part of several collections including Shane
and Sally Thompson and Queensland University of Technology.
Lucy is known for her faux-naïve still life paintings of domestic scenes, an
inward looking emulation of outsider art. Purposely deskilled, they are
immediately identifiable for their deliberately raw finish, evoking
luminaries such as Jenny Watson, Genevieve Figgis, Robert McPherson
and John Randall Nelson. Physically striking, they tell a story of
associations and psychological dislocations. The figures and objects
Anderson depicts are both familiar and ambiguous; taken as a group,
the images present a kind of stream of consciousness that reminds the
viewer of many things at once: childhood dreams, signs and symbols,
folk tales, cartoons, and decals. Deceptively simplistic, they contain an
intrinsic love of subject, process, and media.
“The ‘Nautilus’ series draws on themes of water as a life (energy) giving
substance and the formations born from it. The familiar symbols and
figures depicted in the work signify the interweaving of eco systems that
are so foreign to us but at the same time are our very nature. The
rawness of materials and honesty of process conjure a life force to the
pieces.”
@lucy___anderson
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An Ode
Oil on Pine
30 x 35 cm
$650

Sea flowers
Oil on Pine
29.5 x 30 cm
$650

Blue
Oil on Pine
30 x 34.5 cm
$650

Harvest
Oil on Pine
30 x 30.5 cm
$650

Shells
Oil on Pine
46.5 x 42.5 cm
$850

An Ode ll
Oil on Pine
42.5 x 50 cm
$850

EMILY BROOKFIELD
Emily is an emerging ceramic artist from Melbourne, Australia
fascinated by the way we form attachments to objects and why. Her
practice investigates the intimate connection between the artist and the
medium, using ceramics to write her narratives. Clay in all its forms is a
sensory medium and Emily is drawn to its very versatile and tactile
nature, combining a number of techniques to construct her expressive
and playful pieces while allowing the clay to guide her hand.
“The ‘Keepsake’ series takes inspiration from a humble scallop shell that
was collected on a walk with my partner along the bay in winter 2019. It
celebrates the near perfect symmetry of the shell’s fan-like shape with
ripples and ridges in all the right places. The palette is borrowed from its
soft blushing pink, ochre and ivory hues while a mixture of smooth and
coarse clay bodies reflect the landscape of its origin.
Construction of this body of work was a labour of love taking several
months to complete. In that time I formed a deep connection with the
work, getting to know each piece as it came to be. Every individual
vessel is unique and holds the story of my process, sharing my
relationship to the medium through its cracks and finger marks and
taking on shapes and characteristics of underwater flora and fauna. It
also serves as a memento of a fond memory from a simple moment
shared between two people. Our connection with objects are sometimes
deeper and more complex than we can comprehend. Taking a moment
to reflect and share that memory is a privilege.”
@emily_brookfield
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left to right
Keepsake VII
Stoneware, glaze
15 x 15 cm
$450

Keepsake V
Stoneware, glaze, lustre
12.5 x 20.5 cm
$350

Keepsake VI
Stoneware, glaze, lustre
10 x 15 cm
$250

Keepsake III
Stoneware, glaze
22 x 24 cm
$1,000

Keepsake IV
Stoneware, glaze, lustre
16.5 x 18 cm
$500

Keepsake X
Stoneware
11 x 18 cm
$300

Keepsake I
Stoneware, glaze, lustre
8 x 11 cm
$200

Keepsake VIII
Stoneware, glaze, lustre
9 x 11.5 cm
$250

left to right
Keepsake II
Stoneware, glaze
15 x 20 cm
$400

Keepsake XII
Stoneware, unglazed
20 x 33.5 cm
$1,000

Keepsake III
Stoneware, glaze
22 x 24 cm
$1,000

Keepsake VII
Stoneware, glaze
15 x 15 cm
$450

Keepsake X
Stoneware
11 x 18 cm
$300

left to right
Keepsake IX
Stoneware, glaze, lustre
11.5 x 23 cm
$300

Keepsake I
Stoneware, glaze, lustre
8 x 11 cm
$200

Keepsake V
Stoneware, glaze, lustre
10 x 15 cm
$350

Keepsake VI
Stoneware, glaze, lustre
10 x 15 cm
$250

Keepsake VIII
Stoneware, glaze, lustre
9 x 11.5 cm
$250

ELISE CAMERON-SMITH
Elise Cameron-Smith dances between titles of Sculptor, Miniature Boat
Builder, and Furniture Maker, working primarily with timber. She began
her craft in 2015 and after 2 + years of Design studies at Enmore Design
Centre, Elise did a 1 year intensive Fine Furniture Making course at the
Sturt Craft Centre in The Southern Highlands in 2012. Upon entry she
was awarded the Australian Decorative and Fine Arts Society Bursary
for her dedication. She has also been awarded the Craft ACT Emerging
Artist Award and was invited to exhibit her work at their ‘Living in
Design’ exhibition. In 2014, Elise did a 1 year traineeship with Leon
Sadubin, one of Australia’s best Furniture Designer and Makers with
over 30 years of experience and also worked for legendary Sculptor
John Van Der Kolk. Elise has been featured in numerous magazine titles
and her wares have found homes all over Australia and overseas.
“Summertime sessions of long hot days, balmy nights, surfing at sunrise
and sunset, the delightful buzz-song of the cicada that evoke the soft
hazy feelings of summer romance. This series of work are little vestiges
ignited from solo adventures across this great southern land. The perfect
mix of isolation, inspiration and new perspectives. From the outback to
the sea and back to the Red Centre – our heart.”
@elisecameronsmith
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Venus Shell
White Beech
L25 x W5 x H16 cm
$550

Pleated Shell
White Beech
L14 x W4 x H15.5 cm
$420

Waves
White Beech
L14 x W5 x H55.1 cm
$620

Fan Shell
White Cedar
L49 x W5 x H36 cm
$750

TRACEY DEEP
Tracey Deep is a true original and a national treasure. She is a humble
superstar, much loved and hugely revered for her authenticity and
devotion to nature, Tracey is a creative adventurer, a biology enthusiast,
and magical botanical sculptor.
Celebrated for her sustainable sculptures and installations using
organic and industrial recycled materials for over two decades – her
creations are as distinctive as a thumbprint, and her varied clients span
the length and breadth of Australia and overseas.
Tracey’s varied clients span the length and breadth of Australia and
overseas ranging from the Art Gallery of NSW, NGV Melbourne,
Wolgan Valley Emirates Resort, Cult Design, Aria restaurant Sydney,
Dubai Opera restaurant, Dolphin Hotel Sydney, The Commons Hotel
Hobart, Macquarie Bank, Rabo Bank to working on films such as Mission
Impossible and Star Trek, and events from the Winter Olympics to the
launch of Hugh Jackman’s company.
“Inspired by the eﬀect of the moon on tides. “Moon Rising” ebb and flows
in a rhythmic pattern, oﬀering a sense of movement and poetic play with
undulating shapes and patterns through energy and currents. An ocean
wave eﬀect, contrasting the powerful force of the moon against water
elements - a significant life force - a celebration of our moon beaming
down on our oceans and planet earth. The importance of our solar
system impacting on our lives, keeping us connected to the universe.”
@floralsculptures
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Moon Rising
Wire
115 cm diameter approx
$6,800

MILLY DENT
Milly Dent is a Sydney based ceramic artist whose work explores the
material of porcelain through uniquely handcrafted, exclusive ceramic
goods. In her recent sculptural work, Milly further investigates porcelain,
through a series that bonds perpendicular lines with balanced and fluid
clay bodies. Exploring this dichotomy, she examines light and shadow
through sculptural ceramic form. Milly’s work is a continued study of the
intimate, tangible and ever challenging nature of porcelain. This is Milly’s
7th showing at Saint Cloche, and third solo. Milly has recently returned
from an Art Residency in Jingdezhen, the birthplace of porcelain in the
world some 2000 years ago, after completing artist residency with the
support of the Ian Potter Cultural Trust. Milly is Interested in China’s rich
porcelain history and its influence on contemporary practice.
“My newest body of work, ‘Kindred porcelain’, uses clay to create vessels
that have a life of their own. With objects as figures, the forms intend to
make contact and have a dialogue with each other as well as the viewer.
Made using the process of hand-building and slip-casting, the thinwalled porcelain vessels are subject to diﬀerent manipulations whilst in
their raw soft state and are still malleable, to something with a dynamic
sensuality. Dreamed up during the lockdown period of 2020 this body of
work speaks to the human craving for aﬀection, connection and
closeness and the dangers faced during a global pandemic.”
@millydent
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Clasp
Australian porcelain, glaze
20 x 12 x 17 cm
$580

Huddle
Australian porcelain, pigment, glaze
23 x 20 x 17 cm
$795

Deflect
Australian porcelain, pigment, glaze
20 x 20 x 17 cm
$795

Divulge
Australian porcelain, pigment, glaze
28 x 11 x 17 cm
$580

Cosy
Australian porcelain, pigment, glaze
20 x 11 x 17 cm
$610

AMANDA DZIEDZIC
Amanda Dziedzic is a glass artist who works from a shared studio space
in Heidelberg West, Melbourne. She finds working in glass to be very
rewarding and has completed a two year traineeship at Jam Factory in
Adelaide, and completed a research residency in Tokyo, Japan and
undertaken studio placement in the UK, also participated at Pilchuck
Glass School in Seattle and most recently, completed a residency at
Northlands Glass in Scotland.
Amanda states the biggest influence on her works as a whole is nature.
She thinks plant life absolutely fascinating and says that the pattern and
colours found in plants will always inspire her.
“I always like to look to nature as the cornerstone for my works in glass.
Using ‘Nautilus’ as a springboard for these pieces, I chose to focus on
movement, fluidity and evolution.
This body of work entitled, “Metamorphic Colourscape”, plays on the
themes of creation through fire, both literally and figuratively. A gentle
nod to the beach rock formations in my family getaway of Smith’s Beach
in Phillip Island. The beauty I dreamed of and scenery I craved whilst in
stage four lockdown in Victoria. A bleak time for many but I like to think
that just like the metaphoric rocks, with pressure and time, we too will
emerge anew.”
@amanda_dziedzic
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Metamorphic Colourscape 1
Blown Glass
6 x 10 cm
$230

Metamorphic Colourscape 2
Blown Glass
28 x 14 cm
$720

Metamorphic Colourscape 3
Blown Glass
7 x 8.5 cm
$110

Metamorphic Colourscape 4
Blown Glass
25 x 10 cm
$820

Metamorphic Colourscape 5
Blown Glass
14 x 7 cm
$230

Metamorphic Colourscape 6
Blown Glass
21 x 14 cm
$880

Metamorphic Colourscape 7
Blown Glass
25 x 9 cm
$770

Metamorphic Colourscape 8
Blown Glass
23 x 19 cm
$830

Metamorphic Colourscape 9
Blown Glass
11 x 16 cm
$680

Metamorphic Colourscape 10
Blown Glass
20 x 8 cm
$420

EMILY IMESON
Emerging Australian artist, Emily Imeson’s connection to the Australian
land has developed a strong desire for her to acknowledge the
importance of protecting nature through unveiling aspects that
otherwise go unnoticed. Her paintings transform the common landscape
into celebrations; they hold a strong presence and provide a glimpse
into her world. She also understands the vital importance of First
Nation’s people when it comes to understanding this unique land and
caring for a healthy environment. In 2019 Emily was awarded the
Macquarie Group Emerging Artist Prize and most recently was one of
the recipients of the 2020 Brett Whiteley Travelling Art Scholarships.
“These ‘plein air’ works of ancient seabeds, found far from current
oceans, provide a space to reflect upon the movement and flow of
nature. This rise and fall of water have been a continuous pattern over
millennia during glacial and interglacial activity. Creating inland seas,
these environmental rhythms have shaped our landscape, and stored
information to tell prehistoric tales. Whilst immersed in the landscapes
of White Cliﬀs, NSW, and the Painted Desert, SA, my imagination was
taken to places of great antiquity. The beautiful, strange landscapes of
otherworldly rock formations and colours are the result of millions of
years of patience, resilience, and understanding.
Ancient inland seas of Australia were once home to marine life, laid to
rest at the bottom of the sea. The narratives of these internal, remote
Australian landscapes are of water, the movement of the land, and the
interconnecting patterns. From the past to the future, the earth, the sky,
the oceans, and everything living in between. As I sat on the stones and
painted, I contemplated contemporary water levels. The increased rate
they are rising due to humanity’s impact on the world that sustains them.
I imagined water surrounding me. I questioned our part in the story,
wondering what the end will look like.”
@emilyimeson
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Walking over an ancient sea bed
Acrylic on canvas, natural timber frame
67 x 56.6 cm
$1,800

Vertical galaxy, white cliﬀs
Acrylic on canvas, natural timber frame
67 x 54.5 cm
$1,800

Copper Smile in the Painted Desert 2019
Acrylic on canvas, natural timber frame
87 x 122 cm
$4,900

ANTHEA KEMP
Anthea grew up in North East Victoria and completed her BFA in Fine
Art (painting) at RMIT, Melbourne. Place is an ongoing theme in
Anthea’s work. It is a certain place where she keeps returning to in her
art making. Predominantly working in painting, Anthea is exploring
formalities of representation and abstraction in painting and how to
relate this medium to these ideas. It is within explorative compositions
and representations that Anthea’s paintings are placed somewhere in
between representation and abstraction. Working from memory and
references of her own, Anthea’s paintings delve into emotions and mood
derived from this place.
Anthea has held solo exhibitions in Melbourne and Sydney and has
been a part of group exhibitions at various galleries in Melbourne as
well as regional galleries in Victoria. She was a finalist in the Macquarie
Group Emerging Artist Prize in 2016. Anthea has just completed her
Masters of contemporary art and VCA, University of Melbourne.
"This series is a symbolic reflection of the stages each individual passes
through life. My passion for native bush orchids has been passed on from
my mum. Both my parents are keen conservationists and when walking
through the bush when I was younger, my mum would point out hidden
hooded orchids, their tiny rounded leaves just sprouting through the
earth. At diﬀerent stages in my life and my mum’s, at diﬀerent times of
the seasons and years, I have viewed various orchids when time and the
conditions are just right.
These are native bush orchids that grow in the bush where I grew up and
where I return to visit my family. My mother ritually sends me images of
the bush and the farm while she walks through it at certain times of the
day. I have been using these as source material in my paintings with her
permission.”
@antheakemp
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Magnetic Diagonals
Oil on canvas
40 x 34 cm
$900

Fortnight of Green Orchids
Oil on canvas
57 x 46 cm
$1,600

Green Orchid in Place
Oil on canvas
57 x 46 cm
$1,600

MEL LUMB
Mel Lumb is a ceramic artist working from a humble home studio in the
Sunshine Coast hinterland. Her imprint is natural, earthy, tactile with a
modern Zen-aesthetic. While there is a raw feel to each piece, there is
also a sense of refined beauty and a practical functionality. Not simply
for admiring visually, her creations are assimilated into everyday life. Her
inspiration draws upon a mélange of influences from Danish mid-century,
Japanese design and the bold confidence of the unique Australian
landscape
“Inspired by the mystery of the ocean and its seemingly illimitable
plateaus, rugged volcanoes and vast coral cities, this body of work
represents a stylised interpretation of this underwater oasis and the
often surreal lifeform that inhabits it.”
@mellumbceramics
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left to right
Igneous 2085
Dark stoneware w/ resist patterning & layered custom glazes
17 x 30 cm
$340

Igneous 2052
Dark stoneware w/ resist patterning & layered custom glazes
33 x 18 cm
$420

Jellyfish 2080
Dark stoneware w/ layered custom glazes
23 x 18 cm
$380

left to right
Acroporidae 2058
Iron rich stoneware w/ slip, chrome oxide & custom glaze
11 x 13 cm
$330

Acroporidae 2059
Iron rich stoneware w/ slip, chrome oxide & custom glazes
15 x 13 cm
$280

Acroporidae 2057
Iron rich stoneware w/ slip, chrome oxide & custom glazes
16 x 12 cm
$340

left to right
Halimeda 2041
Dark stoneware w/ resist patterning & layered custom glazes
36 x 14 cm + thallus
$460

Urchin 2047
Raku clay w/ custom glazes
10 x 12 cm
$280

Halimeda 2048
Dark stoneware w/ resist patterning & layered custom glazes
17 x 14 cm + thallus
$380

left to right
Igneous 2087
Dark stoneware w/ resist patterning & layered custom glazes
16 x 15 cm
$280

Igneous 2086
Dark stoneware w/ resist patterning & layered custom glazes
29 x 14 cm
$380

Igneous 2088
Dark stoneware w/ resist patterning & layered custom glazes
25 x 26 cm
$380

left to right
Urchin 2047
Raku clay w/ custom glazes
10 x 12 cm
$280

Urchin 2044
Raku clay w/ custom glazes
26 x 12 cm
$340

Urchin 2046
Raku clay w/ custom glazes
16 x 12 cm
$320

left to right
Halimeda 2048
Dark stoneware w/ resist patterning & layered custom glazes
17 x 14 cm + thallus
$380

Halimeda 2082
Dark stoneware w/ resist patterning & layered custom glazes
21 x 11 cm + thallus
$340

Halimeda 2042
Dark stoneware w/ resist patterning & layered custom glazes
17 x 14 cm + thallus
$380

BRITT NEECH
Melbourne-based artist Britt Neech completed a Bachelor of Design in
Fashion and Textiles at the University of Technology, Sydney. After
shifting focus in 2016 to exploring the ceramic medium, her most recent
work responds to aspects of the human experience through refined
aesthetics and a minimal colour palate. Britt allows the intuitive process
of arranging shapes and objects in various compositions to guide the
outcome of her work.
“This series is an ongoing body of work 'Shape and Shadow Studies' that
emerged and manifested through feelings of uncertainty and fear tied to
recent world events. I responded to this internal and external chaos by
using the grounding material of clay to create considered compositions
of abstract shapes. A minimal colour palate - inspired by undulating
white sand dunes - is defined by the shadows cast by these shapes.
Linked to nature through light, these pieces constantly evolve with the
position of the sun. Each time of day oﬀers a new perspective and is
reflective of the circadian rhythms which carry us through our lives.”
@brittneech
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#2 (Shape and Shadow Series)
Ceramic, glaze (framed)
H25cm x W20.5cm x D5.5cm (inc. frame)
$750

#3 (Shape and Shadow Series)
Ceramic, glaze (framed)
H27.5cm x W19.5cm x D5.5cm (inc. frame)
$750

#4 (Shape and Shadow Series)
Ceramic, glaze (framed)
H25.5cm x W21.5cm x D5.5cm (inc. frame)
$750

HANNAH NOWLAN
Hannah Nowlan completed her Bachelor in Fine Art Drawing and
Printmaking with the Victorian College of the Arts in 2015 before
participating in a two-month International Artist Residency at The
University of Portugal, Faculty of Fine Arts Lisbon in 2016.
Hannah uses her practice to process important experiences in her life
and she examines themes of grief, death, loss, powerlessness, as well as
birth and escapism. She has developed a uniquely primitive language
through her paintings that speak directly of person and place. Hannah
employs expanses of colour in an attempt to create atmospheres of the
vast Australian landscape and fields of consciousness that one can lose
themselves within.
“Each work explores a field where ethereal and spiritual qualities that lie
beneath the surface are revealed. Mirroring the changes we have seen
within the landscape of 2020, the works begin with a smoke-like haze
and wiped-back mark making. Representing the supernatural
experience, as we watched our country burning last Summer.
Onto a state of rebirth and regeneration, the works then extend to a
sense of excavation. Unearthing the core, history and depth of both our
land and our interior worlds as we burrow within for survival.
The commonality between these paintings can be found within a sense
of layering. Depth of earthy - organic colours are paired with soft glazes.
Grounding us to the land, for me, a symbolic reminder that my
relationship with land is inseparable to who I am.”
@hannahnowlan
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Cindering Earth
Oil on Italian Linen, Framed in Tasmanian Blackwood
59.5 x 59.5 x 5.6 cm
$1,800

Lake Of Fire
Oil on Italian Linen, Framed in Tasmanian Blackwood
59.5 x 59.5 x 5.6 cm
$1,800

Checkered Sea
Oil on Italian Linen, Framed in Tasmanian Blackwood
33 x 43 x 5.6 cm
$950

Sensitivity Of Land
Oil on Italian Linen, Framed in Tasmanian Blackwood
33 x 43 x 5.6 cm
$950

Soul Bed
Oil on Italian Linen, Framed in Tasmanian Blackwood
33 x 43 x 5.6 cm
$950

Subterranean Darkness
Oil on Italian Linen, Framed in Tasmanian Blackwood
33 x 43 x 5.6 cm
$950

EVI O.
Evi O. has been exhibiting since 2015. With a curious eye and mind, she
is constantly exploring and observing her surroundings. Her art practice
was born from a simple desire to express her creativity and stories
without boundaries and limitations.
Through paint, Evi continues to explore the use of dominant abstract
shapes, although the compositions she presents are broadly suggestive
of earthly forms – animal, plant or constructed. The creatures she
depicts, and the scenes that she relays are symbolic of people, places
and scenes that have left their mark – and this aﬀords her an intimacy
with her subjects that infuses the images with emotional resonance.
Evi most recently debuted her first Sydney Solo ‘FANTASIA’ at Sydney
Contemporary 2019. Evi’s work has been acquired by City of Sydney
Civic Collections and Westin Miyako in Kyoto, Japan.
“A study and play of organic forms found in nature that have framed how
we understand the world. Everything – it, us, you, me, we, all - is brought
forth by and from nature. By discovering nature, we can discover
ourselves.”
@evi_o
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Blackbird at Dusk
Acrylic on panel with painted frame
45 x 35 cm
$1,200

Galah Fanfare
Acrylic on panel with painted frame
45 x 35 cm
$1,200

Parrot Midair
Acrylic on panel with painted frame
45 x 35 cm
$1,200

Springtime Bird
Acrylic on panel with painted frame
45 x 35 cm
$1,200

STACEY REES
Stacey Rees is a contemporary abstract artist based in the Grampians,
Victoria and is an observer of life and people. She looks beyond what is
on the surface and is more interested in inner workings.
Although Stacey has been exhibiting since 2002 and was most recently
a finalist in the Percival Portrait Painting Prize, 2020, this will be
Stacey’s first reveal at Saint Cloche and entrée to Sydney.
“An exploration into space and form, colour and texture, how humans
subconsciously live everyday interpreting and reinforcing the influences
of nature. The soft tones and textures of the artwork is a refined and
simplified version of the earthy, lush colours that encapsulate the
Australian environment. The stillness within the paintings are creating a
sense of calm, imitating the eﬀect nature has on humans.
The portrait (KELP) is stillness within, simple and possibly reflecting on
the past. It is a pared back version of what humans were, not too long
ago, before this Pandemic.
The ‘Shell’ represents how humans have subconsciously emulated nature.
A shell as our armour, protecting us from things we don’t want to face, or
to be used as a barrier when feeling threatened, faced with uncertainty.
A shell is also a disguise, using one’s ‘shells’ to act out their desires.
‘Caves’ is a representation of how humans have, particularly this year,
come to realise the importance of something as simple as ‘home’. It is a
place of shelter and safety but also a place to be calm and to connect
with the family.”
@_staceyrees_
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THALASSIC
Acrylic on Canvas
107 x 107 cm
$4,300

CAVES
Acrylic on Canvas
107 x 107 cm
$4,300

The Days Went By
Acrylic on Canvas
60 x 60 cm
$1,950

CONCH SHELL
Acrylic on Canvas
60 x 60 cm
$1,950

NATALIE ROSIN
Natalie Rosin is an architectural graduate and ceramicist practicing in
Sydney, Australia. Her work embraces the intersection, conflict and
dialogue between these disciplines, forming both sculptural and
functional handmade ceramic objects. Throughout her practice,
Natalie’s work explores form, either architectural model or ceramic
sculpture, whose fluid properties and flexible structure are characteristic
of neither discipline. Natalie has worked in various architectural studios
in addition to more recently practicing as a full-time artist for private
commissions, exhibitions and installations.
“This body of work honours the organic forms, human scale spaces and
biological considerations of architect Javier Senosiain. These series of
sculptures celebrate the intersection between nature and the humanbuilt landscape, oﬀering a way of living through Architecture that
embraces many facets of the natural world, reminding us all that to be
human is to be part of nature, we too are organisms.”
@natrosin
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SENOSIAIN I
Ceramic Stoneware, Satin White Glaze
30 x 10 x 19 cm (in 3 pieces)
$850

SENOSIAIN 2
Ceramic Stoneware, Satin White Glaze
26 x 11 x 19 cm
$650

SENOSIAIN 3
Ceramic Stoneware, Satin White Glaze
23 x 10 x 14 cm
$550

SENOSIAIN 4
Ceramic Stoneware, Satin White Glaze
20 x 14 x 9 cm
$480

SENOSIAIN 5
Ceramic Stoneware, Satin White Glaze
16 x 8 x 22 cm
$550

SENOSIAIN 6
Ceramic Stoneware, Satin White Glaze
19 x 12 x 15 cm
$580

ASAHI SO
Asahi So is a Sydney-based artist working in ceramics and wire. Having
initially trained and worked as a florist both in Australia and overseas,
he began to question the impermanent and often throwaway nature of
working with fresh flowers and foliage, and gradually turned his
attention to creating work using more lasting media. While he has
shifted away from using fresh, living materials, the natural world
continues to be Asahi’s chief inspiration. His principal themes being the
exploration of organic forms and textures as well as taking cue from the
variety of high and low forms in Giorgio Morandi’s still life compositions.
“The undulating lines, biomorphic forms and enclosed chambers
presented in projects by famous Mexican architect, Javiar Senosiain
inspired my looped-wire and ceramic creations for NAUTILUS.
I was especially drawn to the way Senosiain integrates steel-mesh
structure into his architecture.
I use a looped wire structure to create my pieces that is distinctive in its
ability to create volume without weightiness, and when combined with
ceramic presents a divergence of surface and texture. The works
continue to evolve as wire surfaces oxidise through interacting with the
atmosphere. The delicate passage of time visually emerges as rust
patina. Nothing in life can remain the same.”
@morningsun_s

nautilus

left to right
Chambered Chimera Form with Inclusion 1
Marbled wheel-thrown stoneware clay, iron wire
24 x 8.5 cm
$400
Chambered Chimera Form 2
Wheel-thrown stoneware clay, iron wire
25 x 8.5 cm
$350
Chambered Chimera Form with Inclusion 3
Wheel-thrown stoneware clay, copper wire
24.5 x 8.5 cm
$400

left to right
Ovoid Chimera Form 2
Wheel-thrown stoneware clay, copper wire
8 x 11 cm
$300
Ovoid Chimera Form 1
Wheel-thrown stoneware clay, iron wire
7.5 x 9 cm
$250

Chambered Chimera Form with Inclusion 2
Marbled wheel-thrown stoneware clay, iron wire
20 x 6.5 cm
$350

Chambered Chimera Form with Inclusion 4
Wheel-thrown stoneware clay, copper wire
22.5 x 8 cm
$400

Chambered Chimera Form 1
Marbled wheel-thrown stoneware clay, iron wire
20 x 7.5 cm
$300

INDIVI SUTTON
Born in New York, Indivi moved to Sydney in 2016. She attended the
Rudolf Steiner School in New York City and experienced an education
based on imagination and creativity through storytelling. Indivi studied
with Paton Miller, an American contemporary painter and was awarded
“young artist to watch” by the prestigious Parrish Art Museum in
Watermill, New York. Her deep connection to family abroad illuminated
her expression of energy in her painting and wanting to find ways to feel
what could not be touched. She now studies at Sydney College of the
Arts and is mentored by and works with Antonia Mrljak, a contemporary
abstract painter.
“Memory and meaning is the quiddity I explore in my art practice. This
series is an ongoing exploration of the depths of our unexplained
connection to not only places but objects and colour, transcending the
outer world to our inner realm becoming memories. The resonance of
memory is one which allows healing and ultimately transformation. The
form of the objects and the shapes are painted with natural pigments,
their translucent qualities are almost unreal and dreamlike. I want my
paintings to possess the intention of moving the viewer past the obvious
and into a place within.”
@indivisutton

nautilus

When I Stood Still
Pigment powder and acrylic on linen
74 x 52 cm
$1,700

Ethos
Pigment powder and acrylic on linen
61.5 x 56.5 cm
$1,500

Lustre of the Spirit
Pigment powder and acrylic on linen
61.5 x 56.5 cm
$1,500

Golden
Pigment powder and acrylic on linen
61.5 x 56.5 cm
$1,500

Whisper
Pigment powder and acrylic on linen
36 x 31 cm
$600

What You Don’t See
Pigment powder and acrylic on linen
31 x 36 cm
$600

Lustre of the living
Pigment powder and acrylic on linen
36 x 31 cm
$600

Solitude
Pigment powder and acrylic on linen
36 x 31 cm
$600

SAINT CLOCHE
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